Many lions, one...

P – Prepared
Arrive on time, Have the necessary supplies ready, and Be ready to learn

R – Responsible
Monitor your work, Be accountable for your actions and future, Participate in class discussions

I – Integrity
Complete your own work. Do good deeds. Use positive language. (Do the right thing even when no one is looking.)

D – Determined
Keep trying! Continue working towards your goals. Ask clarifying questions. Set a goal to achieve it.

E – Excellence
Do your personal best. Learn something new every day. Lead by example. Complete high-quality work

School-Wide Expectations:
We use our PAWS (our routines and procedures) to show our PRIDE (school-wide expectations).

**Participation**
(Who is doing the activity)

**Activity**
(What is happening)

**Words**
(Conversation level)

**Success**
(Expectations for activity)
We use our PAWS (our routines and procedures) to show our PRIDE (school-wide expectations).

**Voice Levels**

3 - Outside Voice
   Everyone can hear you

2 - Table Talk
   Normal Voice

1 - Whisper Talk
   One person can hear you

0 - No Voice
   Lips are sealed